ROLLING DOWN A LONG RAMP
This experiment requires several people to work together to analyze the motion of
a ball moving down a long ramp. Your goals are to observe, measure, and analyze
Ac c e l e r a
t
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Gather down a long ramp with your partners. Several students should have timers
at be stationed at equal distances (every .1 m, every .2 m or every .3 meters??) along the
ramp. At the start signal the ball is released and each person starts the timer. The timer is
stopped when the ball passes each person’s position. OR do several trials with different
distances each time. Make sure you get as accurate measurements as possible. Your
distance time chart should have at least 10 data points.
Distance traveled
0

Time (average)
0

Vel
0

Make an accurate distance time graph of the trip.
Calculate the average instaneous velocity at each point (Change in distance divided by
change in time).
Make an accurate velocity time graph of the trip.

QUESTIONS
1) Did the ball travel half way down the ramp in half the total time of the trip? Support
your answer with specific evidence.
2) Consider your graph of this motion and compare it to graphs you have previously
drawn which depicted uniform (constant) speed. How is it similar or different?

3) Did the ball in this experiment travel the same amount of distance during each second?
Discuss…

4) What is the average speed of the ball during its entire trip as it rolled down the ramp.
Use the definition of average speed (total distance divided by total time).

5) If the beginning speed was zero, and you know the average speed, how would you use
these two pieces of information to find the approximate speed at the END of the ramp?

6) If you know the speed at the end of the ramp from #5, and the ball started from rest..
calculate the average acceleration ( change in speed/change in time) of the ball.

7) Given certain conditions (starting speed of zero, and constant acceleration)
acceleration can be calculated in another manner. A = 2 D / T2
Use this to calculate the acceleration, and compare it to the answer from # 6.

8) Using your velocity time graph, find acceleration by finding the slope of a best fit line.
Which method for finding acceleration is most useful?

HALF THE TRIP
What do we mean by “half of a trip” when an object is accelerating? Do we mean half the
time? Do we mean half the distance?
Release a ball from the top of a ramp. Time the trip along the full length many times to
obtain an accurate value.
DIST of ramp:_______________

Time for full trip __________

Mark the exact middle of the ramp. Use a timer to determine the amount of time it takes
the ball to travel the first half of the ramp only.
DIST of half ramp _____________

Time for half ramp trip_________

WITHOUT taking ANY additional measurements calculate the following: When the ball
was released from the top of the ramp, how long did it take the ball to roll down the
SECOND HALF of the ramp??

Why is it a different time from the first half? DISCUSS FULLY!!!!

WITHOUT MEASURING…. Using only the definitions of average speed,
acceleration…. Find the distance the ball moves during the first half of the total TIME of
the trip. Show your work and explain fully!

